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Abstract
An unconventional, yet quasi-modular base station
phased array architecture synthesis technique is proposed
for multiuser fifth-generation applications. By keeping
uniform amplitudes and linearly progressing phases at
the elements of an optimal irregular array, power-
efficient side lobe suppression is achieved for effective
inter-user interference mitigation. The layout irregularity
is achieved within a slice of an array, which is repeated
rotationally. The sequential rotation technique is applied
to obtain modularity and improve the circular polariza-
tion characteristics. A modified k-means clustering algo-
rithm is used to form the optimal subarrays. The
simulation results indicate that the proposed quasi-
modular topologies provide a good compromise between
the side lobe performance and integrated array design
complexity.

KEYWORDS
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In space division multiplexing for fifth-generation (5G),1 the
inter-beam interference plays a crucial role in the perfor-
mance of the communication network. Therefore, while
serving a user, the undesired radiation toward the other
simultaneous co-frequency users (i.e., side/grating lobes)
must be sufficiently suppressed.

Element amplitude, phase, and position control/optimiza-
tion are the commonly used array synthesis techniques to
improve the radiation pattern characteristics and reduce the
interference levels.2-7 Among all techniques, the most
power-efficient1way to decrease the side lobe levels (SLLs)
is to keep uniform excitation amplitudes with linearly pro-
gressing phases, while optimizing the element positions.8 If
this is done on a fixed grid, the method is called array thin-
ning.9,10 The major disadvantage of a thinned array is that its
SLL lowering capability is very limited, especially for wide-
angle scanning, unless the array is made large enough.11 A
more flexible approach is to obtain space/density tapering by
performing a gridless element position optimization.12,13 A
new gridless array layout optimization algorithm has
recently been introduced by the authors14,15 so as to synthe-
size the optimal multibeam irregular 5G base station arrays
with the lowest SLLs. Complementary to this research, the
system advantages (in terms of better quality-of-service,
reduced processing burden and improved cooling capacity)
of the proposed irregular arrays over the conventional regu-
lar counterparts have been stated in the recent literature.16,17

The major issue with the fully aperiodic integrated anten-
nas is that they are hard to realize and use in practice, since
the circuit routing and array calibration may become very
complex. Therefore, to maintain the feasibility of array fabri-
cation and reliability of operation, the industry prefers to
have more modular layouts, which comes at the expense of
increased SLLs.

One way to achieve modularity is to use irregular-shaped
subarray partitioning and tiling. Many different subarray archi-
tectures and tiling strategies have been proposed in the litera-
ture.18-23 Another, and a more straightforward, way to achieve
modularity is to enforce a layout symmetry in the beginning of
the element position optimization procedure, as proposed in the
literature24 for position-amplitude controlled arrays. A similar
strategy is used in this article for position-only optimized arrays
for power-efficient 5G antenna systems.
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In the aperiodic layouts with enforced symmetry, the
modularity can be based on an N-th order rotational one
for which only a slice (of 1/N-th) of the total array is to
be optimized. Besides the advantage regarding the
reduced computational efforts, sequentially rotated
arrays25 allow us to synthesize circularly polarized
(CP) arrays in an elegant way (using either CP or
densely packed linearly polarized [LP] elements26,27)
with low-cross-polarization in the main beam, reduced
mutual coupling and wide axial ratio
(AR) bandwidth.28-31 Note that CP solutions may be
preferable in mm-wave wireless communication systems
since the single LP alternatives would need accurate
polarization alignment between the base station and the
users.29

In this article, we combine, for the first time, the irregu-
lar array layout design approach with the sequential rotation
technique in order to synthesize novel quasi-modular inte-
grated multibeam CP 5G base station antennas with the opti-
mal power efficiencies and relatively low SLLs. Note that
although demonstrated for CP arrays, the proposed method
can also be straightforwardly applied to LP arrays with the
proper element center adjustments.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2
formulates the optimization problem. Section 3 presents the
simulation settings. The simulation results are given in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2 | PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this study, the element positions are optimized by apply-
ing the iterative convex position perturbation
technique,13,15 with an additional constraint on the layout
symmetry. The optimization goal is to minimize the maxi-
mum SLL inside a predefined angular sector for a beam,
which is freely scanned within that sector (i.e., multibeam
optimization24). The proposed method is an extension of
the aperiodic array synthesis technique,15 with the novel
introduction of the layout symmetry and sequential rota-
tion. Therefore, as compared to the relevant array synthesis
literature, it possesses all the advantages and assets of the
convex optimization technique presented by the authors15

(in terms of joint capabilities on uniform-amplitude excita-
tion, element spacing control, multibeam optimization,
powerful SLL suppression, and computational efficiency).
Interested readers are referred to the comparative
examples,15 which clearly show the superior performance
of the technique exploited in this article.

Let us consider a M-element uniformly excited planar
array with a rotational symmetry of order N. Assume that
there are P elements in the first slice2 of the array
(i.e., M = NP). At each iteration of the algorithm, the P

elements are slightly moved along the x− and y−directions
by an amount given by the optimization parameters l and ℎ,
respectively.

The locations of the elements in the first slice at the i-th
iteration of the algorithm and the corresponding position per-
turbations are defined as

x1,i = xi1 x
i
2…xip

h iT

y1,i = yi1 y
i
2…yip

h iT

l1,i = li1 l
i
2…lip

h iT

h1,i = hi1 h
i
2…hip

h iT
, ð1Þ

where in {x, y, l, h}a,b, a labels the slice and b shows the
iteration number. T denotes the vector transpose operation.
Let us form the complex vectors z1 and q1,i as

z1,i = x1,i + jy1,i

q1,i = l1,i + jh1,i
: ð2Þ

In this case, the element locations and position perturba-
tions at the slice n = 2, …, are given by

xn,i = ℜ z1,iexp j
2π
N

n−1ð Þ
� �� �

yn,i = ℑ z1,iexp j
2π
N

n−1ð Þ
� �� �

ln,i = ℜ z1,iexp j
2π
N

n−1ð Þ
� �� �

hn,i = ℑ q1,iexp j
2π
N

n−1ð Þ
� �� �

, ð3Þ

where ℜ and ℑ gives the real and imaginary parts of the
vectors. For the overall array, the element locations at the i-
th iteration are given by

xi = x1,i; …; xn,i; …; xN,i
� �

yi = y1,i; …; yn,i; …; yN,i
� � , ð4Þ

which can also be expressed as:

xi = x1,i−1 + l1,i; …; xn,i−1 + ln,i; …; xN,i−1 + lN,i
� �

yi = y1,i−1 + h1,i; …; yn,i−1 + hn,i; …; yN,i−1 + hN,i
� � ,

ð5Þ
where (i − 1) denotes the previous iteration with known ele-
ment locations.3 The vectors l1,i and h1,i contain the 2p dif-
ferent parameters to be optimized at the iteration-i. Note that
the resulting (Mx1) vectors xi and yi contain all the element
locations at the i-th iteration.

If the position perturbations are sufficiently small, that
is, |l, h1,i| � λ/2π, the far field expression can be linearized
around the element locations.13 Thus, the uv-plane far field
expression at the i-th iteration for a scanned beam s = 1, …,
S can be approximated as
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f i,slm ,hm u,vð Þ≈ 1
M

XM
m=1

Ei
m u,vð Þejk u−usð Þxi−1

m + v−vsð Þyi−1
mð Þ

1+ jk u−usð Þlim + jk v−vsð Þhim
� 	

: ð6Þ
For multibeam optimization, let us also define a vector,

(U,V)SL, which contains the (u,v) values forming the side
lobe region for each scanned beam, s

U,Vð ÞSL = u,vð ÞSL,1… u,vð ÞSL,s… u,vð ÞSL,S
� �

, ð7Þ
where the vector contents are determined according to a
prespecified main lobe radius, rb, such that

u,vð Þ∈ u,vð ÞSL,sif u−usð Þ2 + v−vsð Þ2 > r2b: ð8Þ
Moreover, a minimum allowed inter-element spacing,

dmin is defined to prevent element overlapping. To achieve
this, the following convex relation15 must hold for each ele-
ment pair (α, β)

liα− liβ

 �

2xi−1
α −2xi−1

β


 �
+ hiα−hiβ

 �

2yi−1
α −2yi−1

β


 �

+ xi−1
α −xi−1

β


 �2
+ yi−1

α −yi−1
β


 �2
≥ d2min: ð9Þ

Consequently, the convex problem to be solved at the i-
th iteration of the algorithm is formulated as

min
li,hi

ρ,s:t:

max j f i,s
li,hi

ð U,VSLð Þ j ≤ ρ for8s,
j li j ≤ μ, j hi j ≤ μ,

9
� 	

holds for8 α,βð Þ

8><
>: , ð10Þ

where ρ is the maximum SLL, which is simultaneously min-
imized for all the defined scan positions s = 1, …, S. The
user defined input parameter μ provides an upper bound for
the position perturbations so as to satisfy the linearity
approximation in Equation (6). The convex problem given
in Equation (10) is a second-order cone program32 that can
be efficiently solved by available solvers (such as CVX33).

3 | SIMULATION SETTINGS

In this article, we consider a 5G sector34 with a � 15/ � 60
degree range in elevation/azimuth, which is shown with a
red rectangle in the radiation pattern plots. The multibeam
optimization is performed for the broadside and sector cor-
ners to minimize the maximum SLL within the sector. Note
that here we consider that the single sector defines the field-
of-view and the radiation outside the sector does not have an
impact on the users within the sector. If this is not the case,
the SLL minimization can be ≤ performed for the whole vis-
ible space: (u2 + v2)115

A regular, λ/2-spaced, 8 x 8 square grid array is used as
an initial layout. dmin and rb are set to λ/2 and 0.2, respec-
tively. μ is taken as 0.08λ for stable convergence. Depending
on the order of rotation4 (=N), only the first slice (1/N-th) of
the 8 x 8 array is used in the optimization.

To reduce the computational complexity, a cosθ-type
common embedded element pattern is assumed. However, it
is possible to include the impact of different element types,
mutual coupling, and edge effects into the optimization pro-
cedure via performing layout-specific embedded element
pattern simulations (Em

i(u, v) for all m’s) at each iteration of
the algorithm. The validity of such a strategy has been
shown in the literature.35,36

Furthermore, considering the Ka-band quad channel
analog beamformer chip of NXP Semiconductors,37 four-
element subarray clusters are formed within the optimized
slice. Since the aim is to have each cluster as compact as
possible (to prevent losses) and to place the chips as far
as possible (to have enough space for routing and to
reduce coupling) in the integrated array antenna, the
“equal-size-k-means” algorithm from ELKI38 is used. As
the result depends on the algorithm initialization, the chip
positions and formed clusters are suboptimal. Therefore,
two sample (simplified) feed network realizations are
given for each optimized layout in Section 4. The ulti-
mate selection has to be made by considering the design
limitations.

4 | SIMULATION RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

In this section, the results are grouped and analyzed under
three study cases: a fully irregular M = 64 element array
with no symmetry (used as a benchmark), a quasi-modular
M = 64 element array with N = 4, a quasi-modular M = 72
element array with N = 6.

4.1 | Fully irregular 64-element array

In this study case, no symmetry is enforced in the layout
optimization (i.e., N = 1), as previously performed in the
literature.15 The resulting array topology, shown in
Figure 1 with the blue circles, becomes fully aperiodic,
with the lowest possible SLL, but the highest design com-
plexity due to the complete irregularity. In fact, once the
equal-size-k-means clustering algorithm is performed on
the positions of the beamformer chips, it is seen that such a
topology requires 16 different unique four-element sub-
array clusters, with the chips located at the red circles in
Figure 1, which shows two candidate suboptimal layout
configurations.

For the optimized topology, the (normalized) broadside
and corner beam radiation patterns are given in Figure 2. In
the case of the broadside beam, the maximum SLL within
the sector is 25.2 dB below the maximum directivity of
24.4 dBi. For the corner beam, the maximum SLL within
the sector is 21.8 dB below the maximum directivity of
20.1 dBi. The convergence to the minimized SLL is reached
in 50 iterations by using small element position perturbations

ASLAN ET AL. 3



at each iteration as explained in Section 2, using the peri-
odic, λ/2-spaced, 8 x 8 square grid array is used as the initial
layout.

With the introduction of the (quasi-)modularity, the aim
in this article is to reduce the number of unique subarray
clusters for design/fabrication/calibration simplicity, while
still keeping a relatively low-maximal SLL inside the com-
munication sector.

4.2 | Quasi-modular 64-element array
with N = 4

In this case, 1/4-th of the initial 8 x 8 element array (with
16 elements in the first quadrant) is optimized and sequential
rotation is used. The resulting antenna array and possible
suboptimal chip layouts are provided in Figure 3. It is worth
of note that the different colors in the four-element subarrays

FIGURE 1 Sample suboptimal subarray clusters for the fully irregular 64-element array: (A) option #1 and (B) option #2 [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2 Multibeam radiation patterns (in dB, normalized with respect to the maximum beam directivity) of the optimized fully irregular
64-element array: (A) us = 0, vs = 0 and (B) us = − sinπ/3, vs = − sinπ/12 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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in Figure 3 represent the unique subarray clusters that are
repeated rotationally. It can be seen that only four different
clusters are required due to the fourth order rotational
symmetry.

The increased simplification in design comes at the
expense of the increased side lobes. For the optimized topol-
ogy in this part, the (normalized) broadside and corner beam
radiation patterns are given in Figure 4. In the case of the
broadside beam, the maximum SLL within the sector is
19.8 dB below the maximum directivity of 24.2 dBi. For the
corner beam, the maximum SLL within the sector is 16.2 dB

below the maximum directivity of 20.1 dBi. In this case, the
convergence to the minimized SLL is reached in
12 iterations.

4.3 | Quasi-modular 72-element array
with N = 6

In the last case, only 1/6-th of the initial 8 x 8 element array
(12 elements in the first slice) is optimized and sequential
rotation is applied. The resulting antenna array and possible
sub-optimal chip layouts are provided in Figure 5. The

FIGURE 3 Sample suboptimal subarray clusters for the quasi-modular 64-element array: (A) option #1 and (B) option #2 [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 4 Multibeam radiation patterns (in dB, normalized with respect to the maximum beam directivity) of the optimized quasi-modular
64-element array: (A) us = 0, vs = 0 and (B) us = − sinπ/3, vs = − sinπ/12 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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element number increases from 64 to 72. Similarly, the num-
ber of chips increases from 16 to 18. However, now, only
three unique subarray clusters are needed.

For the optimized topology in this part, the (normalized)
broadside and corner beam radiation patterns are given in
Figure 6. In the case of the broadside beam, the maximum
SLL within the sector is 20.5 dB below the maximum direc-
tivity of 24.8 dBi. For the corner beam, the maximum SLL
within the sector is 17.0 dB below the maximum directivity
of 20.1 dBi.

The convergence to the minimized SLL is reached only
in seven iterations. Thus, faster convergence is achieved
with increased order of symmetry, which comes in addition
to the much reduced computational complexity as compared
to the fully irregular array. As seen from the radiation pat-
terns, the price to pay is the increased maximal SLL, which
is higher by about 5 dB, as compared to the one of the fully
irregular array discussed in Section 4.1.

Note that the SLL suppression performance will improve
further for larger arrays as the degree of design freedom

FIGURE 5 Sample suboptimal subarray clusters for the quasi-modular 72-element array: (A) option #1 and (B) option #2 [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 6 Multibeam radiation patterns (in dB, normalized with respect to the maximum beam directivity) of the optimized quasi-modular
72-element array: (A) us = 0, vs = 0 and (B) us = − sinπ/3, vs = − sinπ/12 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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increases, which comes at the expense of increased computa-
tion time/resources and design complexity. To deal with that,
a higher order of rotational symmetry can be used for the
larger arrays, by compromising from the SLL reduction
capability to some extent. Another option is to change the
solver type in CVX and instead of the self-dual minimization
solver, to use, for example, the splitting conic solver, which
is designed to solve large problems, but to more modest
levels of accuracy.33

5 | CONCLUSION

The synthesis of quasi-modular, CP integrated multibeam
5G base station antennas with relatively low SLLs has been
studied to ease the fabrication and circuit routing require-
ments of the fully aperiodic arrays that were previously pro-
posed in the literature.15 Only a small portion of the whole
array has been used in an iterative convex layout optimiza-
tion routine, which has been combined with (i) the equal-
size-k-means clustering algorithm to form the sub-optimal
subarray clusters and (ii) the sequential rotation technique to
achieve modularity.

Through the simulations, it has been seen that the pro-
posed quasi-modular arrays provide a good compromise
between the side lobe performance and the design/fabrica-
tion complexity.

Note that, with the proper patch center adjustments, the
same algorithm can also be straightforwardly used to synthe-
size low-sidelobe LP arrays having a rotationally symmetric
feed network.

The realization and testing of the chip-integrated arrays
with proper design of the feeding, circuit routing and calibra-
tion remain as a future work.
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ENDNOTES
1The array power efficiency is defined as the ratio of the peak power density of
the phase (and/or amplitude) tapered array to the peak power density of the uni-
formly excited array with progressive phase shifts defined by the scan angle.
2The first slice here is defined as the region within the first quadrant of the
Cartesian plane where both x and y coordinates of the array elements are
positive. The edges of the slice are on the positive parts of the x-axis and the
y = xtan(2π/N) line.

3At each iteration of the algorithm, the previously obtained and known ele-
ment locations are used. Only the first iteration is an exception for which an
initial set of locations at the first slice must be predefined.
4The order of rotation, N, denotes the total number of periodically repeated
slices used in the rotationally symmetric layout. The angular width of each
slice is 2π/N radians. The overall layout coincides with itself when the angle
of rotation is an integer multiple of 2π/N radians.
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